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As a Texchemer, each of you is equally honoured in the
organization, irrespective of the position you hold. The visual
shows different employees at different levels, all taking pride
and playing their respective roles. This quarter the cover
concept is on Pride of Association, one of the focus areas
under Quantum LEAP.

The cover concept this year reflects on the Quantum LEAP
mechanism. LEAP stands for Leveraging on Employee
Accelerated Partnership. Since this mechanism is about
building positive and competitive employee partnership in
Texchem’s corporate culture, Texview 2019 covers shall
focus on employees, represented with picture of a different
head each quarter.
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From
The
Editor
PRIDE OF ASSOCIATION
Hello Texchemers and welcome to our
first publication for 2019. This is my sixth
year serving as the Editor of Texview and
it has been an amazing journey. For this,
I thank those of you who have contributed
articles as these contributions are essential
to Texview‘s success. As usual each year,
Texview features a new series of covers
to reflect the theme for the year. The
new cover series is based on the tagline
of Quantum LEAP. Quantum LEAP, a
mechanism to steer our company culture
in the right direction through Pride of
Association, Transcending People Power
and Building a Solid People Foundation
was first introduced by Mr Yap Kee Keong
in his CEO message, Q2 2018 of Texview.
The cover concept for this quarter talks
about Pride of Association. Pride of
Association in this context means we
must be proud of our company, our roles
in the company and to be a Texchemer.
Only when we take pride in these will be
put in the extra effort to do a great job
and embrace the values mentioned in the
Group CEO’s message.

The first feature article of the year is a 75th Birthday tribute poem
to our Founder and Executive Chairman, Tan Sri Fumihiko Konishi,
penned by none other than Ms June Cheang, Tan Sri’s longest
serving personal assistant. Staff also paid tribute to Tan Sri Konishi
by sending in their birthday wishes on pages 6 to 9.
The first quarter of the year, after the holidays and festivities, usually
feels like the momentum from the previous busy months are slowly
dissipating and we need to rev up our engines to get the momentum
started again. As with Texview, the first quarter carries less news on
the business front, however, there are more activities to promote staff
engagement by the Cultural Ambassador Committee and Texchem
Ladies’ Club.
Mr Tan Peng Lam, our long serving CFO retired early this year and
I would like to wish him a long, healthy and happy retirement. The
article on his farewell dinner can be read on page 29.
It has been a while since Texview received personal stories and I
am glad that there are two lifestyle articles this time around. Dato’
Abu Bakar talks about life as you begin the final quarter. It is heartwarming to be reminded that whatever age we are, it is important that
we live it correctly at every stage and that we must not spend it idling
away. Ms Hor Lai Fern decided to rekindle memories of her last trip to
Europe and to share the uniqueness each place has to offer.
My dear colleagues, as we advance into the second quarter, let
us move forward keeping in mind that although we are of various
positions and levels in the company, we are first and foremost a
family, and each of us are unique and each play an equally important
role in Texchem.
I would like to end my Editor’s note by wishing Tan Sri Fumihiko
Konishi a very Happy 75th Birthday. You are a pleasure to work with
and may the year bring you more success!
ADELINE YEOH
Editor
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President &
Group CEO’s Message
Dear Texchem Family Members
Warm greetings for quarter one of 2019! An eventful year has
passed and a new one is upon us. While in 2018 the US-China
trade war caused many uncertainties for businesses around the
world, the business environment in 2019 is expected to remain
uncertain. Concerns over Brexit and the protective trade policies of
the US have reminded us of the last world recession back in 2008
and these major events will have a large impact on world economic
performance in 2019.
Each business division in Texchem has established their own key
initiatives in 2018 but to successfully move forward in 2019, we must
continue to put in more effort to optimize on our cost structure and
continue building a positive and competitive culture. Each and every
one of us must be the driver in our own field of expertise, discard
the “silo” mentality mindset and be determined to drive continuous
improvement. These are the five important values I would like to
see in our organizational culture and I urge each of you to adopt
these values and make them the guiding principles in your daily
worklife; Innovation, Competency, Accountability, Empowerment
and Empathy.

I would also like to re-visit the Quantum LEAP umbrella and its three
focus areas; Pride of Association, Transcending People Power and
Building a Solid People Foundation. All these are again about building
a positive and competitive culture within the organization. These
efforts shall be intensified in 2019, and the various committees; such
as Cultural Ambassador Committee, Corporate Affairs Committee,
Texchem Continuous Improvement Programme Committee and
Texchem Ladies’ Club are closely aligned to the three focus areas
of Quantum LEAP and the five core values. Together with all of you,
these committees shall steer the corporate culture towards the right
direction, make Texchem an organization that is fit for the future, fit
for growth and growth in revenue.
Texchemers, let us take on the ever-changing business environment
head-on and overcome any obstacles that the future presents. We
have the experience to overcome any challenges and we have you,
people with the qualifications and capabilities to continue making
successful and positive decisions. Let us take pride in being a
Texchemer and work closely to achieve our goals set for 2019!

Be Innovative

Generate new ideas and use
unconventional thinking and ingenuity
for projects, processes and solutions to
problems.

Be Competent

Seek self-improvement, be customer
focused, be determined to “make it
happen” when carrying out a task.

Be Accountable

Take personal responsibility/ownership
to carry out a task well, be responsible or
answerable for an action and make the
choice to commit to honesty.

Empower Yourself
Take pride and ownership that you, as
a valued member of a team, have an
integral role in helping the company
achieve its goals.

Practice Empathy

Build an enjoyable working environment
through respect, trust, care and teamwork;
build social consciousness and extend a
helping hand to the community.

YAP KEE KEONG
President & Group CEO
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Upcoming events - April 2019 to July 2019

April

May

June

16

3&4

2

Official Opening of Wisma
Texchem’s 3rd Floor
Where : Wisma Texchem

Winning Leadership Skills –
Texchem Ladies’ Club
Where: Evergreen Laurel Hotel, Penang

Peace & Harmony Home Charity
Food Fair - Texchem Cultural
Ambassador Committee
Where : Esplanade, Penang

23

14

Texchem Resources Bhd’s 45th
Annual General Meeting
Where : Jen Hotel, Penang

Quarterly Sharing Session by Ms
Yew Yoke Fah – Texchem Ladies’
Club
Where: Penang HQ

27
Sushi Making Class - Texchem
Cultural Ambassador Committee
Where : Sushi King E Gate, Penang

04

July
20
Bon Odori
Where : Kompleks Sukan Negara
Panasonic, Shah Alam/Esplanade,
Penang
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It’s
Seventy
Five
Five years’ ago, I penned a poem The Big Seven – O
It’s Seventy Five now, lo and behold !!
The Founder and Father of Texchem
At 75 and still going strong at the helm
Happy Birthday to a distinguished man

75

th
Birthday
(The writer has been serving Tan Sri
Konishi since 1983 continuously for a
period of over 35 years and possesses
much passion in penning poems since
young)

I have to repeat this again You have seen and done all since you came
You gained profound wisdom to thy name
Though powerful, yet humble is the game
A leader for many to emulate
It’s impossible for you to slow down
So much more to be done
Paving the way and passing the baton to the chosen
one
A second generation to come
To take over as Number One
When this dream is achieved
Then you will be relieved
Your heart’s desire is free
Just let it be
Trusting things will run smoothly
Let me wish you many more healthy years
So that I can still be here
Guarding your empire
Growing old together
Till we fully retire
Poem by June Cheang (Texchem Resources Bhd)
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Birthday message
from staff
From President’s Office and TRB

Tan Sri Konishi, I hope
this birthday brings you
everything you wish
for. As you celebrate
the joys of 75, may
you continue to enjoy
greater prosperity,
success, experience
many wonderful
moments and be
blessed with good
health and happiness.
Here’s wishing Tan Sri
a very Happy 75th
Birthday!
Yap Kee Keong

Tan Sri Konishi,
wishing you a very
happy birthday. May
the year ahead bring
you joy, happiness,
prosperity and good
health.
Chin Sye Cheng

Happy Birthday
to an outstanding
leader!
Catherine Siew
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Happy 75th Birthday,
Tan Sri Konishi
I wish you a long life
full of happiness and
good health

Dear Tan Sri, wishing
you a wonderful,
blessed birthday with
good health and lots
of love.

Winnie Lim

Giam KY

Very Happy
Birthday
Tan Sri with
many joyful
returns!!
Chow Kok Hong

Dear Tan Sri, we both
are moving into the
final quarter but you
are definitely not over
the hill yet. HAPPY
BIRTHDAY and may
God bless you with good
health!
Dato’ Abu Bakar Abdul Hamid

My warmest wishes to
our great Founder of
Texchem.
May you have a year
filled with joy, good
health and happiness.
Sincere thanks to Tan Sri
for taking us to the place
that we ought to be.
Nick Lo

Dear Tan Sri, your
determination and
dedication serves as an
inspiration for us to be
dedicated to our work
as well. Thank you
for making us do well
at what we do. May
you have the happiest
birthday of your life!
Abdul Rajak

75
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Happy Birthday

お誕生日おめでとうございます。
末永くお元気でお過ごしください。
小西 雄馬
Dr. Yuma Konishi

７５歳のお誕生日おめでとうござい
ます。
ご健康に留意され、これからも変わら
ぬご指導のほどよろしくお願いいたし
ます。
吉田

Happy birthday and many happy
returns of the day Tan Sri! We are
blessed to have a wonderful Executive
Chairman like you.
Mohan Kalippan

Dear Tan Sri, here’s wishing you a
blessed Happy Birthday and many
years of good health, prosperity and
happiness.
Lee Puay Img

Very few people are as caring,
encouraging and giving chances to
make success as you. Tan Sri you
are the one who inspires us. Happy
birthday!
Hiroki Mori

“Happy Birthday Tan Sri Konishi.
Wishing you a wonderful year of good
health, happiness and success!”

Happy birthday to Tan Sri who is
forever young.
Leong Kai Pin

Yit Ming

Big congratulations, Tan Sri!
On your special day, I want to thank
you for your leadership which always
motivates and inspires me.
From you, I have learned how to work
perfectly even under pressure.
Please stay healthy and cheerful. May
all your desires come true.
Wish you a very happy birthday, Tan
Sri!
Yuto Tago

Happy Birthday Tan Sri! May this
lovely day bring you joy, happiness,
prosperity and good health.
Dr Pun Meng Yan

Happy Birthday, Tan Sri Konishi
Wishing you another special year for
the business and your family.

Happy birthday Tan Sri Konishi! I am
always encouraged and inspired by
your great vision and wisdom. May
God continue to bless you with good
health and many more years to come!
#still continue to wish for the English
version of your book “25 essence of a
successful life.”
Morna Bu Seong

Happy Birthday to Tan Sri,
May all life’s blessings be yours always.
Khaw Teoh Su Ping,

Every birthday is a milestone and 75
is especially special as it is 3/4 of a
century!
Wishing you abundant good health &
joy!
From: Cynthia & GHR

Please keep up your healthy condition
as usual.It is important for us to have
your lead and guidance.
Masa Sugino
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Birthday message
from staff

Dear Tan Sri,
You have been such an inspirational
leader to my team and me.

Happy Birthday to you Tan Sri, may
this special day bring you endless joy
and happiness.

Wishing you a day filled with lots of
happiness and a good health. A very
happy birthday to you. Have a great
day.

Lim Siew Hooi
As you celebrate this wonderful day, we
wish you unlimited blessings and great
happiness.

Sarjit Jaur
Here’s wishing Tan Sri the best things
in life, today and always. Happy Birthday, Tan Sri.

Happy birthday to someone who is
forever young!

Cheers,
Gladys Lee & TRM team

Deavagi

Tammy

On this special day, I wish Tan Sri
good health, great success and happiness. Happy Birthday Tan Sri!

Have a fantastic birthday, Tan Sri. May
this special day bring you endless joy
and precious memories.

May you have a wonderful birthday,
Tan Sri. You are a great leader, a
wonderful mentor and a great person.
Happy 75th Birthday!

Ch’ng Sing May

Noor Syafiqah

You are a star, today and always.
May your special day be bright and
wonderful like you.

Wishing Tan Sri a splendid birthday.
May the new year of your life bring in
loads of joy, success and great health
to you.

Happy Birthday!

Woon May Sin

Happy Birthday Tan Sri
My warmest wishes for good health,
happiness and glory in the years to
come.
Joyce Ooi

Wen Li

Dear Tan Sri Fumihiko Konishi,
We, the entire members of your team,
want to thank you for supporting us
every step of the way. Happy Birthday
to a truly inspirational leader! May you
have many more years of good health
and amazing achievements.
From staff of New Materials (M) Sdn
Bhd
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Mala Krishna

May you forever touch the sky
of success and GOD continues
showering his blessings on you.
Happy Birthday Tan Sri.
Edwin Ng

May your day be full of happiness,
merriment and mouth-watering sweets,
this is my little wish for you.
Ivie Wu

75
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Happy Birthday

Happy birthday to a truly inspirational
founder. May you be blessed with
great health and great life, filled with
prosperity and happiness!

Happy Birthday, Tan Sri.
From Peter Lim & staff

On your birthday, I pray that God
continues to grant you wisdom, health,
and prosperity. Happy Birthday Tan Sri.
Lau Guey Peng

Siew Kim

Happy Birthday, Tan Sri!
Thank you for your great role, model
and example to younger generation in
Texchem.
We wish you always in pink of health
and pack with a lot of happiness!

Tan Sri, wishing you a Happy 75th
Birthday and always stay healthy.
Teh Seong Ho and staff of TexMat
(PG)

Y. Tanimoto
Happy 75th Birthday, Tan Sri. Wish you
always stay healthy & happy.
Alan Chong

From staff of Texchem Food
Materials (Vietnam) Co. Ltd

Oh Shy Yunn

Happy 75th birthday, Tan Sri! You’ve
brought so much joy and happiness to
Texchemer – we hope your birthday
brings you everything you’re dreaming
of.
Soh Yong Jen

Happy Birthday, Tan Sri.
Soh Chiaw Guan

Happy Birthday! We wish you
abundant happiness and love!
May God bless Tan Sri with good
health and may the years ahead be
filled with lots of love and happiness.
Happy Birthday, Tan Sri!

７５歳お誕生日おめでとうございま
す。どうぞお体を大切に、これからも
健やかでいらっしゃるようお祈り申し
上げます。

From Vincent Khor and staff of
TexMat (JB)

Tan Sri, Happy birthday to you. Stay
healthy and prosperous. Continue to
guide Texchem to greater heights.
Yeoh Hoon Suan

Happy 75th Birthday, Tan Sri.
Thien Vui Kiong

Tan Sri, may the year ahead bring you
more success, good health and joy!
Happy Birthday!
Andrew Soo Hoo

Happy 75th Birthday, Tan Sri.
Saroch R.
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Texchem Group
Managers
Conference 2019

On 18 January 2019, 140 Managers
across the Group including overseas
subsidiaries attended the 2019
Texchem Group Managers’ Conference
held in the Grand Ballroom, E&O
Hotel Penang. This is an annual affair
for Texchem Managers to review the
Group’s 2018 Operations performance
and set new goals and direction for
2019.
It was also an excellent opportunity for old friends to rekindle
and strengthen the spirit of camaraderie and realign their
goals with corporate. New Managers who came onboard
have had the opportunity to meet and network with their
peers and colleagues so that their working relationship can
be improved for greater work effectiveness and productivity.
Mr Yap Kee Keong, the President and Group CEO delivered
his welcoming and keynote Presidential address.
In recognition of their achievements, the promotion of key
senior Management and appointment of Directors were
announced with a roar of applause from fellow Managers.
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In 2018, the Group underwent the following changes:
Corporate
•

•
•

•

Transformation of the Group Human Resources Department
to Headquarters Competence Centre (HQCC) and Human
Resources Business Partner (HRBP)
Re-branding of the Presidential office
Quantum LEAP – Corporate branding through culture and
behavioral change with :
i) Setting up of the Cultural Ambassador Committee and
appointment of Cultural Ambassadors
ii) Joint efforts between Texchem Resources Bhd and
employees to rebrand Texchem
Branding through corporate identity – standardisation of name
cards, letterheads, typography, colour pallete, Powerpoint
slide presentation and memo formats

Major business initiatives
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building a dedicated Medical Life Science facility in
Texchem-Pack Penang
Diversification into latex glove chemicals manufacturing
Divestment of Yoshinoya Hanamaru
Closure of non-performing restaurants in Vietnam
Food Division – operations rightsizing and strengthening
supply chain management
Venture Business Division –
i) Food services – expanding product range - Sea
Master Malaysia
ii) Acumen Scientific – pursuing growth through business
collaboration
iii) Texchem Polymers – developing TEXa business for
consumer goods

He then shared with the delegates the 2018 and 2017 Group’s
financial performance.
He reiterated the important role of Texchem Corporation
(Texcorp) to manage and align all companies in tandem with
the mission and goals of Texchem Resources Bhd, through
management services rendered by corporate teams from the
following departments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Group Human Resources department
Group Finance department
Group IT department
Group Legal and Corporate Secretarial department
Presidential department
Group Public Affairs & Security department
Risk Management department
Internal Assurance & Consulting department
11
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Texchem Resources Bhd (TRB), our flagship investment
holding Company is ‘’Home’’ to all Texchem companies and
Texcorp is the ‘’Heart’. So, Texcorp is TRB.
He stressed that for the Group’s future growth and prosperity,
we should discard our ‘’silo’’ mentality and mindset, revive
enthusiasm, determination and desire to make things
happen, ignite the passion to drive continuous improvement
and have a project ownership mindset and smooth and timely
execution of plans.

At the same time, the Group is undergoing corporate
rebranding through culture and behavioural change under
the umbrella of ‘’Quantum LEAP’’ built on people foundation
on the principles of Pride of Association and Transcending
People Power.
The initiatives chartered under ‘’Quantum LEAP’’ are:
•

Cultural Ambassador Committee (CA) – responsible for
organizing activities that promote the desired values of
Accountability, Empowerment and Empathy and building
the corporate culture of teamwork, aggressiveness and
attention to detail.

•

Corporate Affairs Committee (CAC) – responsible for
inculcating the Pride of Association and Transcending
People Power through undertaking projects that
promote the values of Innovation, Accountability and
Empowerment and also building a culture of team spirit,
ownership/attention to detail and innovation.

•

Texchem
Continuous
Improvement
Programme
Committee (TCIP) – responsible for spearheading the
Group’s efforts to improve operational effectiveness and
efficiency, explore systems and processes fit for the future
in line with Innovation and Competency and building a
culture of ownership, innovative and risk taking.

To make this happen, Texchemers should adopt the following
desired CORPORATE BEHAVIOURS:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
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Team oriented : to view each other as one Company and
not by different divisions, companies or departments
Be aggressive : to adopt an action driven culture and
competitiveness
Take ownership and give attention to details : to take
charge and focus on follow-ups, results and outcome
Dare to innovate and take managed risks : to continuously
seek improvement
And the following VALUES:
Innovation : pursue creative ideas that can bring positive
change and outcome
Competency : pursue growth and learning to exceed
expectation and desire to make things happen
Accountability : take personal responsibility and
ownership to carry out a task well
Empowerment : take initiatives to lead, contribute and
make decisions
Empathy : helping those in need and be mindful at all
times

Texview Jan - Mar 2019

Moving ahead…..
•
•

•

•

Divisional Heads shall be tasked to have a Cultural
Ambassador (CA) activity annually as part of their KPI
All staff who are General Managers and above shall be
tasked with a continuous improvement project annually
as part of their KPI
Introduce traffic lights system for performance
measurement and monitoring, a red workload performance
signifying ‘’Inadequate’’, amber meaning ‘’Reasonable’’
and green would mean ‘’Good’’.
Management would review the current position of
Texchem’s new Business values with the Group’s
Vision and Mission and sustainability strategy before
implementation. Texchem’s new Business values are :
Sustainability – ensuring business sustainability
through continuous innovation, advancement,
process improvement and sustainable supply
chain.
Green – adopting green business practices and
strategies such as effective waste management,
water and energy conservation, greening
the supply chain and venturing into green
businesses.
Health and Safety – embracing and complying
with high standards and safety regulations in our
products.

The Group places great emphasis in achieving its financial
performance expectations in terms of Revenue, Profit before
tax, Tax efficiency, Return on investment and Cash flow
management.
The 2019 TRB Group budget was presented. Mr Yap ended
his speech with a call-to-arms message ‘’Make it happen. We
must perform to budget!’’

The CEOs and COOs of each Division then shared their 2018
financial performance and 2019 Budget and plans with the
delegates.
This was followed by updates on 2018 activities by Texcorp,
Texchem Risk Management and the Venture Business
comprising Texchem Polymers, Wilpack Food Services and
Acumen Scientific. Human Resources, Corporate Affairs
and Cultural Ambassador Committee also presented their
Reports before adjourning for lunch.
A team building and creativity session called Quantum LEAP
was arranged after lunch. The delegates had a great and
rewarding time when their team spirit and creative abilities
were put to the test. It is hoped that the session can bring
Texchemers closer together for goal congruence to achieve
the 2019 TRB Group budget.
The day ended with a well-deserved reception and dinner
hosted by our Texchem Group Founder and Chairman, Tan
Sri F. Konishi and Puan Sri Konishi at Villa Primavera.
Article by Chow Kok Hong (Texchem Resources Bhd)
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Tan Sri
Visits Myeik
Operations

On 4 December 2018, our Group Executive Chairman, Tan
Sri Fumihiko Konishi, visited our seafood processing plants
in Myeik, Myanmar. Tan Sri Konishi was received by Mr Goh
Chin Meng and Mr Chan Kheng Hsin upon arrival at the
Myeik airport. He was accompanied by Sugino san, Mr Ng
Bak Kuang and U Maung Sitt. The group headed to A.S.K
Andaman Limited and Texchem Food (Myanmar) Limited
upon immigration clearance at the Myeik Airport.
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Upon Tan Sri Konishi’s arrival, he was warmly greeted by the
staff and presented with a bouquet of flowers. Staff from both
A.S.K Andaman and Texchem Food (Myanmar) came out to
greet Tan Sri Konishi before he sat down for a briefing with
the Management team about the Myanmar Operations. After
the briefing, the group visited Crab Island and the upcoming
Fish Market.
Upon returning to the seafood processing plants, lunch
was served at the expatriates’ canteen and Tan Sri Konishi
was taken on a plant and hostel tour. After the tour, Tan
Sri Konishi chaired a meeting with other Fishmeal factory
owners in Myeik to discuss about the prevailing challenges
encountered in Fishmeal production. The meeting was
fruitful as many issues were highlighted and solutions were
proposed. The meeting decided to form an association for the
local Fishmeal factories to collaborate and resolve issues in a
more organized manner.
The day concluded with a dinner at Yadanar Oo, a famous
restaurant in Myeik with Tan Sri Konishi and key Management
staff of A.S.K Andaman and Texchem Food (Myanmar). We
believe Tan Sri Konishi will be making trips to Myanmar more
often in the near future and we definitely look forward to
welcoming him.
Article by U San Win Thein and Gee Chin Eng (ASK
Andaman Limited)
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Mérieux NutriSciences
acquire majority stake
in Acumen Scientific Sdn. Bhd.

Entrepreneurship is driven by a passion for creating a
product or service that’s useful and beneficial for people. We
had developed in-house capabilities for testing household
pesticides which soon extended to detecting contaminants
in the food industry, and with these in-house capabilities,
Acumen Scientific Sdn Bhd (Acumen) became established
as a company within the Texchem Group in February 2009.
Over the years, Acumen developed an extensive range of
analytical testing and consultancy services in the field of
environment, chemistry, microbiology and others, meeting
environment compliance requirements and other international
regulatory requirements. The professionalism and integrity
of its services propelled Acumen to its next growth phase,
which culminated in collaboration with Mérieux NutriSciences
Corporation (Mérieux).
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Mérieux is dedicated to protecting consumers’ health
throughout the world, by delivering a wide range of
test and consultancy services to the food and nutrition
industries. In addition, Mérieux also serves companies in
the water and environment, agrochemical, consumer goods,
pharmaceutical and cosmetics sectors. Mérieux is present
in 24 countries, employs almost 7,000 employees, operates
close to 100 accredited laboratories worldwide and have 50
years of experience working with leading food and beverage
companies.
On 15 March 2019 Mérieux signed the acquisition of 51%
of the shares of Acumen from Texchem Resources Bhd
(TRB) which remains shareholder for the remaining 49%.
Malaysia will be the 24th country where Mérieux is present
around the globe. With this acquisition, Mérieux consolidated
its presence in ASEAN and Acumen will benefit from the
strength, experience and expertise of Mérieux’s worldwide
network.
The press release posted in Mérieux’s website reports:
Mr Philippe Sans, President and CEO of Mérieux
NutriSciences said: “This partnership provides us a strong
entry into the flourishing Malaysian food safety market. Both
companies share the same passion for the highest quality
standards and will team up to constantly improve the safety
of food products and consumer health”.

Tan Sri Dato’ Seri (Dr.) Fumihiko Konishi, Executive Chairman
of Texchem Resources Bhd said “This collaboration with
Mérieux NutriSciences, one of the major international players
of the industry in the world, is a major milestone for Acumen to
scale greater heights in this industry. Texchem will continue
to support Acumen to achieve its goals.”
The disposal of TRB’s 51% shares of Acumen to Mérieux
was for a cash consideration of RM4.28 million enabling
recognition of a net gain of approximately RM4.4 million.
On 22 March 2019, Mr Philippe Sans, who was on a working
tour of Mérieux’s Asian facilities, together with Dr Renaud
Jonquieres, Mérieux’s Senior Vice-President of MEA-ASPAC
based in Singapore, visited Acumen’s Penang lab to meet the
employees. Later that evening, Texchem hosted a welcome
dinner at Villa Primavera, celebrating the collaboration
between Texchem and Mérieux.
Article by Catherine Siew (Texchem Resources Bhd)
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Quarterly
Sharing Session
by Dr. Pun
Meng Yan

In most societies, self-confidence is widely
regarded as a valuable individual asset.
Some people have an inbuilt sense of selfconfidence, but not everyone has it.
In our third quarterly sharing session, we
were lucky to have Dr. Pun Meng Yan, the
Deputy Managing Director of Texchem
Polymers Sdn Bhd to share with us her
thoughts on self-confidence.
Dr Pun started her presentation by showing
us three of the most prominent people in
the world; Albert Einstein, Phil Knight and
John Carpenter. What do these 3 people
have in common? They possess high selfconfidence.
Albert Einstein said that “Everybody is
a genius. But if you judge a fish by its
ability to climb a tree, it will live its whole
life believing that it is stupid.” He believed
that everyone is gifted in a unique way and
they should identify their own gifts and let
it shine.
Phil Knight is the founder of Nike. Just like
the Nike’s famous slogan “Just Do It”, Phil
Knight faced many challenges in his career
when setting up his business. However,
his persistence in pursuing success paid
off and Nike is now the largest sportswear
brand in the world.

John Carpenter is best known for becoming the winner on the United States version
of “Who Wants to Be a Millionaire”. He had full confidence in his ability and did not use
a single lifeline for help to answer any of the 15 trivia questions. For the final question,
he used the “Phone-a-friend” lifeline to call his father not for help, but rather to inform
him that he is about to win the grand prize of a million dollars.
A person’s self-confidence is built based on the situation he or she experienced in
their lives. Self-confidence is gained from a series of successful experiences repeated
over and over in those situations. When we have mastered our skills, naturally we
become more confident.
Dr. Pun also mentioned that self-confidence is a key to unlocking our own potential.
She explained that confident people are the drivers that start things going, are able to
overcome their fears and set the bar high enough. They are not afraid to do what they
believe is right, are willing to take risks, acknowledge and learn from their mistakes,
accept a compliment graciously and are always optimistic in life.
However, not everyone is born with self-confidence. Sometimes personal experiences
play a part to affect one’s self-confidence. However, Dr. Pun stressed that low selfconfidence isn’t a life sentence as this trait can be learned, practiced and mastered,
just like any other skills.
Last but not least, Dr. Pun shared with us that the way to improve our self-confidence
is first to love ourselves by taking good care of ourselves and of our self-image, by
staying positive, constant self-reflection and always believe in oneself.
Dr. Pun then invited the participants to share their thoughts on self-confidence. Some
of the participants shared their personal stories and through these real life stories,
it actually gave us new perspective on how we can help ourselves own our selfconfidence. It was indeed a fruitful sharing session and we thank Dr. Pun for taking
time to be with us.

Self-confidence is the best outfit, rock it and own it!
Article by Teoh Yit Ming (Texchem Corporation Sdn Bhd)
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New Yamanaka
Hybrid Thermoforming
Machine set-up and
commissioning at
Texchem-Pack Pulau
Pinang & Texchem-Pack
Vietnam

It was a great honor to have Yamanaka-san visiting us on 7th
Jan 2019. Yamanaka-san who is a vibrant looking 73 year, is
the Chairman of Yamanaka Kiko Co. Ltd, Japan and is also
a shareholder of Texchem Resources Bhd. Yamanaka-san
has been supplying thermoforming machines to Texchem’s
Polymer Engineering Division since the mid 90’s.
Yamanaka-san who was accompanied by Yokoi-san,
Electrical Engineer at Yamanaka Kiko Co. Ltd. spent a
few days each at Texchem-Pack (PP) and Texchem-Pack
(Vietnam) for a new Yamanaka hybrid thermoforming
machine and new Yamanaka servo punching machine set-up
and commissioning.
Upon completion of the machine set-up, training was
provided to our technical team, during which Yamanaka-san
and Yokoi-san also shared their company’s new technology
for in-line automation pick and place system.
Yamanaka-san also took the opportunity to pay Tan Sri
Konishi a courtesy visit during his stay in Penang.
Article by Goh Geap Wooi (Texchem Polymer Engineering
Sdn Bhd) and Munisperan (Texchem-Pack (M) Sdn Bhd)

Dr. Yuma, Yamanaka-san, Yokoi-san & operation team
nd
(Front row : Start from 2 l e f t )

New Yamanaka hybrid thermoforming
machine and servo punching machine
were fully set-up and commissioned at
Texchem-Pack Pulau Pinang.
(New clean room was fully set-up in
December 2018)

Tan Sri F. Konishi and Yamanaka-san

Yokoi-san briefed the technical
team of the Yamanaka Hybrid
thermoforming machine operation.

New Yamanaka vacuum forming
machine was fully set-up & commissioned
at Texchem-Pack Vietnam.
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Texchem-Pack
(Thailand)
Co Ltd’s Lean
Manufacturing
Journey
In the current business environment, companies have to be
managed in the most effective manner in order to remain
competitive and profitable at the same time. As such,
Texchem-Pack (Thailand) recognises the importance of
improving our operational effectiveness. Our operational
management team had a discussion and agreed that Lean
Manufacturing would be the right path moving forward. The
fundamental principles of Lean methodology are based
on eliminating all forms of waste and increasing value to
customer in everything we do along the process. Waste is
regarded as a non-value added to operations and customers,
such as transportation, inventory, motion, waiting, overprocessing, over-production, and defects. There are five Lean
Manufacturing principles and steps that we have to follow
(specify value, identify value stream, create flow, establish
pull, and perfection).

Texchem-Pack (Thailand) has started the Lean Manufacturing
Program since July 2018 with the vision to create the Lean
Thinking Culture in the organization by hiring an external
experienced Consultant to provide the Lean tools training,
workshop facilitating, project building and implementation
to our employees. Four groups from various departments
were set up as a pilot model to study and identify wastes
in the entire process. The teams were able to identify 358
wastes in the processes and various Lean tools were applied
to eliminate them, resulting in an estimated annual savings
of 1.2 Million Baht during the first phase of implementation.
PE Division’s President/CEO, Mr Johnson Tay, has all along
supported this program and attended the Lean Presentation
event on 24 January 2019 to provide encouragement to the
teams and emphasize on HQ support on such programs.
The teams had an opportunity to present their studies and
proposals to the management and awards were given for
winners in the following categories; Lean Project, Kaizen
and Visual Management Challenge. The program will be
continued in 2019 to enhance our operational effectiveness
and support our business growth.
Article by Chartsiam Srikomolsilp (Texchem-Pack
(Thailand) Co Ltd)
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Campaign to Adopt a Kidney
Dialysis Patient #2
Following the successful “Adopt a Kidney Dialysis Patient” campaign in November 2017, whereby Texchem employees and Texchem
Resources Bhd jointly raised RM30,000 to sponsor the cost of a dialysis treatment for a patient, the Cultural Ambassadors Committee
continued the same initiative in December 2018.
The Cultural Ambassadors were promised a 1:1 matching grant from Texchem Resources Bhd, and the committee went all out to
organise this donation drive from 5 to 14 December 2018. We rallied for donations from our colleagues from all over Malaysia and
from overseas colleagues who travelled to Malaysia during the campaign period. Coupled with the generous contributions from Tan
Sri F Konishi and Mr Yap Kee Keong, our total donation sum came up to RM20,000 and Texchem Resources Bhd topped up the
balance to make it RM30,000.
On 11 January 2019, a group of 25 Texchemers paid a visit to Tzu Chi Dialysis Centre. Joining us for the visit were Mr Yap Kee
Keong and Dr Yuma Konishi, who were welcomed by Mr Khoo Boon Leong and other representatives of Tzu Chi. We were given an
educational talk on how to prevent diabetes by one of the senior nurse. Some patients and their family members also shared their
personal stories and expressed their gratitude to Texchem staff for the 2-year consecutive donation drive. The visit ended with a mock
cheque presentation ceremony.
The Cultural Ambassadors would like to express their sincere thanks to Tan Sri Konishi, Mr Yap Kee Keong and all Texchemers who
made this donation drive a huge success.
Article by Tan Wen Li (Texchem Materials Sdn Bhd)
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Visit to Peace and
Harmony Home
– a CSR program
by Cultural
Ambassadors

The Cultural Ambassador (CA)
Committee was assigned the task
of carrying out Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) programs upon
its formation, in line with Corporate’s
direction to promote empathy as one of the
core values expounded by Texchemers. While identifying worthy causes to support, the
CAs chose to support old folks home as they would need more organizations to step
forward at a time when donation to NGOs might suffer while the general population are
not feeling confident of the economy.
In our search for a suitable old folks home, we kept in mind
that the home which we ultimately select for our CSR program
will have be to be genuine in carrying out their duties and
care to the elderly. That was how we stumbled upon Peace
and Harmony Home.
The most common thing about an old folks home or nursing
home is how one is greeted by an unpleasant odour upon
stepping into one. This is the same even at a nursing home
that charges a fee and is run as a business. Thus, we were
pleasantly surprised when we stepped into Peace and
Harmony Home during an impromptu visit. Every inch of the
home was actually spotless, from the exercise area, dining
area, sleeping quarters to the toilets and bathrooms. Even
more impressive was the fact that this is a charitable home
for the aged that provides nursing care and full board to its 36
residents free of charge!
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The founder, Mr Tan Swee Ban or more fondly known as
Akira Ban, explained that the home accepts sick elderly folks
with no family members to look after them and no proper
place to call home. They are usually referred to Akira Ban
by the government hospitals and state welfare departments.
The home relies solely on the public’s generous donations to
offset the monthly operating cost of about RM28,000. Akira
Ban indeed impressed us with his dedication to all residents
he accepts to his home, with only a few helpers in hand to
care for the residents and to manage the facilities, waking
up early on a daily basis to help bathe the residents, change
their diapers and sometimes dress their wounds, before
serving breakfast and ensuring that all able residents perform
their daily exercise.
After we decided to select Peace and Harmony Home as the
major beneficiary of funds we generated from CA activities,
through the “Come Dine with Me” program, we managed to
offer the home 10 days of dinner and 5 days of breakfast in
December 2018, and we also made a visit to the home on
23rd February 2019, to show the residents that while they may
have been abandoned or no longer have a next of kin, they
are not forgotten and there are still people who cares. The
CAs were joined by Ms Sam Tze Mun and Ms Janice Leo
from Texchem-Pack (PP) Sdn Bhd, Mr Leong Kai Pin from PE
Division Office and Ms Joyce Ooi from Corporate Secretarial
who came along to create a joyful atmosphere with singing
and dancing, and to also present ang pows to the residents
and donations from some Texchemers to the Home.

The Cultural Ambassador Committee also presented the home with a RM500 donation raised from the sale of Appreciation Cards,
while Texchem Polymers Sdn Bhd donated toothbrushes and cups made from their proprietary bioplastic material, TEXa.
This visit also gave us the opportunity to hear life stories of several residents, past and present. It was especially heart wrenching to
hear stories about the pain and sufferings of cancer patients during their final days, how a father and son could only afford to share a
packet of economy rice over 2 meals for a prolonged period, an elderly woman who could no longer gain proper employment yet had
to care for her mentally ill child, a widower who could only offer condense milk and water boiled with dried orange peel to his baby.
They were however fortunate in the sense that their plight were discovered and they were accepted into Peace and Harmony Home,
where proper love and care was provided to them.
The visit was an epiphany. We became more conscious that there are so many unfortunate people out there and the sufferings of the
poor and helpless. I believe for those of us who joined the visit, we will be more sensitive towards the elderly now and make us more
determined to stand by our parents and grandparents, through good and bad times.
We thank all Texchemers for supporting the Come Dine with Me and the Appreciation Card programs. This has made it possible for
the CAs to render help and support to those in need, and we also hope that more Texchemers join us in such future visits to experience
for yourselves the joy you can bring to others just by volunteering a bit of your time and effort.
Article by Khaw Teoh Su Ping (Texchem Polymer Engineering Sdn Bhd)
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International

Women’s
Day

On every 8 March, International Women’s Day (IWD) celebrates the
achievements of women throughout the world. IWD was celebrated
for the first time in 1911 by over a million people in some European
countries such as Austria, Denmark, Germany and Switzerland. The
theme for International Women’s Day 2019 was: ‘Think equal, build
smart, innovate for change’. The focus of the theme is on innovative
ways in which to advance gender equality and the empowerment of
women, particularly in the areas of social protection systems, access
to public services and sustainable infrastructure.
To commemorate this special day at Texchem Group, Texchem
Ladies’ Club (TLC) invited our ladies to turn up at work wearing either
purple or green. The combination of purple and green symbolize
women’s equality originated from the Women’s Social and Political
Union in the U.K. in 1908. Purple signifies justice and dignity while
green symbolizes hope.
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A photo contest was also organised by TLC, whereby ladies were requested to submit
their most creative photo and an inspiring message to other females. The winners
won Texchem vouchers. Here are winners of the 3 selected photos.

1st

Placing:

Message:
Let’s Be Proud To Be Born, Girls! Women are the largest
untapped reservoir of talent in the world.
Happy International Women’s Day!

2nd

Placing:

Message:
SISTERHOOD ~ SHINNING
WITH PASSION! ENERGY!
INTELLIGENCE! HEALTH!
HAPPINESS!

3rd

Placing:

Message:
Women are the best creation
of God. Life without a woman
is nothing but sad. Happy
Women’s Day!!

Congratulations to the top three winners.
Texchem Ladies’ Club would also like
to thank all the ladies in the Group for
supporting us in this event.
Article by Teoh Yit Ming (Texchem Corporation Sdn Bhd)
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Akiko
&

Friends
at Villa Primavera
Programme
18:30
19:00
20:45
23:00

Arrival of Guests & Cocktail Reception
Concert (with short interval)
Dinner

Good Night

Concert Programme
Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky

Andante Cantabile String Quartet No.1 in D major,
II movement
Johann Strauss ll

Vienna Blood Waltz
Johann Strauss ll

Tritsch-Tratsch-Polka
Johann Strauss II

The Blue Danube
Frantz Schubert

Piano Quintet “ Trout” in A major

Musicians
Piano

Cello

Violin

Double Bass

Akiko Danis
Peter Danis
Miroslav Danis
Maho Danis

Akiko

Friends

&

14th January 2019, Monday

No. 51, Jalan Jesselton, 10450 Penang, Malaysia.

Matyas Major
Raffael Bietenhader
Viola

Emil Csonka

Villa Primavera kick-started the new year with a lovely concert by
Akiko & Friends on 14 January, with their 7-piece chamber music.
Among the regular guests invited, hosts Tan Sri and Puan Sri Konishi
extended a warm welcome to their 18 friends from Japan who came
to Penang for a short visit.
Pieces of evergreen classics selected were to specifically match
the New Year mood, such as Johann Straus’s Vienna Blood Waltz,
Tritsch-Tratsch-Polka and The Blue Danube. The highlight of the
second part was indeed a mesmerizing old time favorite by Frantz
Schubert’s Quintet “Trout”, and the concert ended with much
applause from the audience.
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A sumptuous Japanese dinner catered by
Miraku Restaurant was served to delighted
guests who enjoyed light conversations
with each other over a few glasses of
wines.
The night was still young when all had to
bid good night and exchange well wishes to
the hosts for yet another splendid musical
evening.
Article by June Cheang (Texchem
Resources Bhd)
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Happy Retirement

to Mr Tan Peng Lam, Chief Financial Officer
On 8 January 2019, we bid a fond farewell to Mr Tan Peng Lam at a dinner organized at Villa Primavera to celebrate his
retirement. Peng Lam first joined Texchem Corporation Sdn Bhd in June 1993 as Group Chief Accountant but resigned after
almost 3 years with the company. He then re-joined as Group Finance Director in January 2002 and since then, Peng Lam has
served in the company for 17 years. Peng Lam is known to be an easy-going, amiable and straight-forward person, which makes
him approachable and easy to work with. In January 2005, he was promoted to Deputy Managing Director, Managing Director
in January 2008 and was made the Group Chief Financial Officer in January 2016, the position he held until his retirement on 9
January 2019 at the age of 60.
Joining the farewell dinner were Tan Sri Konishi, Mr Yap Kee Keong, Mr Johnson Tay, Mr Hijioka, Mr Wong Kin Chai, Mr Sugino,
Dr Yuma Konishi, Department Heads of Texchem Corporation Sdn Bhd and some senior finance management staff whom Peng
Lam has worked closely with. Mr Yap Kee Keong gave a speech to thank Peng Lam for his dedication and hard work throughout
these years and Peng Lam also gave a speech to thank the management and also shared some fond memories during his
working tenure.
It has been a pleasure knowing and working with you, Peng Lam and all of us at Texchem wish you happiness, success and good
health as you embark on a new chapter of your life. Happy Retirement!
Article by Ooi Chye Khoon (Texchem Corporation Sdn Bhd)
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Photographed by Yuni
Wilpack Food Services Sdn Bhd

Photography Workshop
by Cultural Ambassadors Committee
With the intention of setting up hobby clubs across the
group, the Cultural Ambassadors decided that a photography
workshop may be of interest to many of our Texchemers.
More so, when we were fortunate enough to have Mr
Ridzuan Ismail conducting the photography workshop. Mr
Ridzuan, former Managing Director of Acumen Scientific is
an accomplished photographer and a very approachable
and likeable person. That is why it was of no surprise that as
many as 24 Texchemers signed up for the workshop.
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On 9 March, the first class was held at Texchem-Pack (PP)’s
training room whereby Mr Ridzuan introduced the basics of
photography. It was a pleasant surprise when we discovered
that among the participants, one of us was already a
professional photographer who decided to join the session to
meet others with similar interest. During the first session, we
were introduced to photography compositions techniques.
Mr Ridzuan also brought along his collections and seeing his
work of art is truly inspirational as his photography showed
us glimpse of limitless possibilities in permanently capturing
various emotions, feelings, moods, and even sounds of a
chance encounters, someone close to us or real life events.

Texview Jan - Mar 2019

After we were equipped with the fundamentals of photography
techniques, it was time to put theory into practice and on
the following Saturday, 16 March we had an outdoor shoot.
We arrived at the designated spot before sunrise so that
we can be ready to capture the “golden hour”, a magic
hour for photographers. The participants were guided and
encouraged to capture photos unique to what we see through
our lens. All the participants had a good time moving around
in groups to capture their “perfect” photo.
What was originally a 2-session workshop extended to an
additional bonus session hosted by our “Guru” at his home on
23 March. During this session, Mr Ridzuan showed us how
to further improve on the quality of our photos by leveraging
on photo editing apps.
We hope to have set in motion a journey for participants
towards enjoying their photography, as in addition to
satisfaction derived from getting good shots, photography is
also a great stress reliever which brings people from different
backgrounds and levels together.
Here are all the photos from the participants and the top 3
photos.
Thank you to our “Guru” for this wonderful workshop!
Photographed by Tan Geok Tin
Texchem-Pack (PP) Sdn Bhd

Article by Khaw Teoh Su Ping (Texchem Polymers
Engineering Sdn Bhd)

Top 3 photos :

Yuni

Wilpack Food Services Sdn Bhd

Tan Geok Tin

Texchem-Pack (PP) Sdn Bhd

Chris Low

Texchem-Pack (PP) Sdn Bhd

Photographed by Chris Low
Texchem-Pack (PP) Sdn Bhd
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Other photographs

Photographed by Su Ping

Photographed by Khai

Photographed by Ho Chooi Im

Photographed by Maira

Photographed by Ang Soon Keat

Photographed by Lee CS
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Other photographs

Photographed by Hanis

Photographed by Syariqah

Photographed by Ridzuan

Photographed by Woon May Sin

Photographed by Soon Chuan Kuei

Photographed by Winnie

Photographed by Cynthia Goh
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The Top 6 Drawings
of Villa Primavera
by Students of Penang
Japanese School
On 16 November 2018, the Penang Japanese School
organized an outdoor art class for their Junior High School
students. An article on this was published in Texview Q4,
2018. Here are the top 6 drawings of Villa Primavera.

to all the young talents!

Miu Takahashi, (高橋

Daiju Sugie, (杉江
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美羽)

大樹)

Yuma Yokota, (横田

優茉)

Otoha Yoshihara, (吉原

Reina Toyoda, (豊田

玲菜)

Niko Koeda, (小枝

乙葉)

にこ)
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Texchem’s
DIY CNY “Giant”
Yee Sang Toss
Color signifies diversity. Yee Sang which is
a symbol of abundance and prosperity is
commonly served in seven significant colorful
elements. To celebrate Chinese New Year
2019, Texchemers at Penang HQ decided
to do something different instead of the
usual potluck. The Cultural Ambassadors
organized a DIY “Giant” Yee Sang toss and
each department contributed the ingredients
according to the designated color assigned to
them and together we “built” a giant Yee Sang
with the measurement of 130 cm X 130 cm x
5 cm.

An hour before the yee sang toss, staff from the various departments
were seen busy putting together the giant yee sang. The end result
was a lovely yee sang with the word Texchem and 2019 on it. All of
us gathered around the table and together we tossed for a year of
abundance and prosperity. It is believed that the more vigorous the
toss the better the year ahead will be as such, all of us tossed higher
and higher coupled with all the auspicious wishes with each toss.
After enjoying the surprisingly delicious yee sang, we organized
an “ang pow grabbing” game. Six employees were selected from
each color team to participate whereby the winner is the one who
manages to grab the “ang pow” placed in front of them. This can
only be done when the emcee shouts “ang pow”. The winner for the
final game was Presidential Department and they were given RM300
worth of Texchem voucher to enjoy.
It was indeed a fun event, especially the staff coming together to
prepare the giant yee sang.
Article by Tan Wen Li (Texchem Materials Sdn Bhd)
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The Kathein Festival
Kathein Festival is a festival celebrated in
Myanmar between the full moon day of
Thadingyut (around October) and full moon
day of Tazaungmon (around November).
During this festival, it is a tradition and
custom that the people decorate and offer
Kathein Trees. This tradition is observed
at Texchem Myanmar whereby Robes and
colorful Kathein trees were offered to the
monks.

Kathein Trees are made using either steel or wood as a frame and decorated with
robes, basic consumables such as pails, umbrellas, soap powders and even money
as an offering to monks and monasteries.
This year, we celebrated the Kathein Festival by inviting monks to our factory meeting
hall for blessings and preaching a day before the full moon day of Tazaungmon. Each
department built their own Kathein Tree and collected gifts from their own department
as an offering and donation to the monasteries. You will see rows of wooden triangular
structures decorated with colorful paper and hung with gifts such as yellow robes and
other offerings such as Kyat notes, slippers, umbrellas, alms bowls, towels, cups, etc.
One of the tree was ornamented with the new Myanmar currency notes artistically
folded into beautiful patterns of flowers, triangles and circles. At the end of the
ceremony, we offered lunch to the monks, joined by the Texchem Myanmar staff.
Article by U San Win Thein and Gee Chin Eng (ASK Andaman)
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The Final Quarter

Privilege and Challenge

Approaching Mid Life

Life can be perceived very much like a game of football,
with four quarters and a break in the middle. As in a game
of football, each quarter has a distinct purpose and the final
quarter has some unique characteristics, weighing very
heavily on health and wealth. One thing is certain however,
the completion of the fourth quarter marks the end of the
game but in the game of life not everybody is guaranteed a
privilege to be in the final quarter.

Life in the final quarter is a subject not many people care to
think about when they are younger and cannot bear to face
when they are older. Up to 25 years is normally considered
as the first quarter when actual life begins. These are happy
times spent hanging out with friends, learning who you are
and where you are trying to go. At this stage most of us
have graduated from some institutions to begin to shape our
career path. Then moving on and on and at the age of about
35 years old, you move into the second quarter. At this age
you are probably focused on family and career. Things are
going well and you and your spouse decide to buy a house.
Your career is paying well but not so well. Moving on and on
further, you come to the end of the second quarter. This is the
time to refigure your life and make some changes for the next
half. This is the mid-life crisis point.

Just as it is true to sports, it is true in life too. You can judge a
game based on the three quarters, but it is normally the fourth
that determines the winner. In both cases the challenge is
how you can finish strong in the final quarter. Although we
face new challenges as we age, the final quarter can be filled
with just as much joy and purpose as the previous three.
Champions are made and destinies determined in the final
quarter. It matters not how a man dies but how he lived. In
fact death is not the greatest loss in life…… the greatest
loss is what dies inside us while we are alive. You can’t help
getting older but you don’t have to get old. You can retire but
your mind should not!

Time Flies
By now you are pushing 45 years old and may have 2 cars,
some savings through work but you are still servicing your
home mortgage. Your children are growing up and you think
seriously of having sufficient funds to see to it that they go to
proper colleges and universities. If you live long enough you
will find that time passes very quickly between the third and
the fourth quarter. All said and done, before you realize, you
are now 55 years young! Wow! Where did the time go? You
are now wishing you could turn back the clock or slow the
game down - you are getting close to the end and you are
not winning!!
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Overtime
Almost reaching the final quarter of your life, you wonder what is your score. By now your health would have deteriorated and this is
also reflected in your hair and your waistline. In a game of football, however, the final quarter could very well be an exciting time. It is
the time when winning goals are scored or it is the time when the referee decides whether the game should go into “extra time” with
“sudden death”. In the game against life, however “extra time” means you are forced to work past your retirement age. If you still have
a mortgage due, credit card debts are a constant struggle, and money is always the topic of contentions at home, then you didn’t plan
well. You are headed for overtime!.

How To Finish Strong
At the age when our purpose is no longer defined by the role we used to play, and in an era where 90 is the new 70, how do we find
the meaning of life, bearing in mind that there can still be a lot of life in between retirement and death. Not being adequately prepared,
physically and mentally, can derail you and make life more miserable as you move into the final quarter. Therefore, the mind and body
must continue to be focused on doing and developing purposeful activities that one may not have enough space to accommodate
during the previous quarters. The following are some suggestions :







Maintaining health and vitality.
Improve relationship with God – maintaining inner peace. Update spiritual knowledge.
Keeping your mind busy and improve mental capacities – upgrade and maintain level of sanity.
Downsizing.
Being open to new adventures. Go travelling and visit places you have never been.
Improving social life with lots of laughter with friends and family.
Upgrade computer skills or get a Ph.D.

Conclusion
Some beautiful paths cannot be discovered without getting lost. At the end of your life, what you will regret most is not the mistake
you have made but the things you never tried. Just keep going everyday for as long as we can, not worrying about “a number” but
concentrating and appreciating life as it is.
Article by Dato’ Abu Bakar Abdul Hamid (Texchem Resources Bhd)
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Of Parks, Street Art,
Street Performers and Food
Taking time off to walk around on your own in another country can prove interesting as some of these places are not part of the usual
travel itinerary.

Outdoor chess at Placa Catalunya,
Barcelona

Seniors and youngsters enjoying themselves at the huge and beautiful El Retiro
Park in Madrid;

Gorgeous views of Hyde Park, London
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A photographer plying his trade the old
fashioned way in Madrid

And if you are lucky you may just catch a stagecoach and a wedding party

Livening up a back alley and wall in Madrid
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The wall of this building in
Barcelona has all-seeing eye(balls)
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Street Performers in Spain, Germany and London

Stalls at Mercat de La Bocqueria and La Rambla, Barcelona

Food stalls at Portobello, London

Photos by Hor Lai Fern (Texchem Corporation Sdn Bhd)
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Celebrating
Milestones

30
Years’

SERVICE AWARD
RECIPIENT

25
Years’

TEXCHEM MATERIALS SDN BHD
SUFIAN BIN SYED MOHAMED
Senior Warehouse Supervisor
Date Joined: 20/2/1989
Year of Services: 30

TEXCHEM POLYMERS SDN BHD
ABD RAZAK BIN AHAMAD
Senior Operator
Date Joined: 30/3/1994
Year of Services: 25

TEXCHEM LIFE SCIENCES SDN BHD
SELVARANI A/P KRISHNAN
QC Inspector
Date Joined: 29/3/1994
Year of Services: 25

TEXCHEM LIFE SCIENCES SDN BHD
CHONG YIN TIN
Senior Officer
Date Joined: 1/3/1994
Year of Services: 25

TEXCHEM LIFE SCIENCES SDN BHD
CHYNTA EAIRNEVYDJYA BINTI PARMAN
Officer
Date Joined: 1/3/1994
Year of Services: 25

SERVICE AWARD
RECIPIENT
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ACUMEN SCIENTIFIC SDN BHD
MOHAMMED NAZRI BIN SAID
Assistant Industrial Hygienist
Date Joined: 1/1/1999
Year of Services: 20

15

TEXCHEM-PACK (M) SDN BHD
HAIROL NIZAM BIN SABLI
Senior Technician
Date Joined: 23/2/1999
Year of Services: 20

SUSHI KING HOLDINGS SDN BHD
MOHAMAD ROSSDEY BIN HANA PIAH
Driver
Date Joined: 18/2/1999
Year of Services: 20

TEXCHEM-PACK (PP) SDN BHD
LIM GUIK KEOW
Assistant Manager, Production Control
Date Joined: 30/3/2004
Year of Services: 15

SUSHI KIN SDN BHD
WALIF BIN UJANG
Assistant Regional Kitchen Manager
Date Joined: 3/2/2004
Year of Services: 15

Years’

SERVICE AWARD
RECIPIENT

TEXCHEM POLYMERS SDN BHD
SHAIFUL AZRI BIN ESHAK
Production Supervisor
Date Joined: 12/2/2004
Year of Services: 15
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Celebrating
Milestones

10
Years’

SUSHI KIN SDN BHD
AMINAH BINTI WAHAB
Crew Leader
Date Joined: 14/3/2009
Year of Services: 10

SUSHI KIN SDN BHD
MOHD RASIDI BIN ARSHAD
Crew Leader
Date Joined: 14/3/2009
Year of Services: 10

SUSHI KIN SDN BHD
MURNA BINTI ZAINOL
Chief Cook
Date Joined: 9/3/2009
Year of Services: 10

SUSHI KIN SDN BHD
NORFARAH BINTI MUSTAFA
Crew Leader
Date Joined: 12/1/2009
Year of Services: 10

SUSHI KIN SDN BHD
AZROY FADZWANDIE BIN RIDZUAN
Chief Cook
Date Joined: 6/1/2009
Year of Services: 10

KOKUBU FOOD LOGISTICS
MALAYSIA SDN BHD
ZULKEFFLI BIN ASHAARI
Senior Supervisor
Date Joined: 16/2/2009
Year of Services: 10

D&N COFFEE AND RESTAURANT
MALAYSIA SDN BHD
DANIEL TEOH SENG FU
District Manager
Date Joined: 23/3/2009
Year of Services: 10

SUSHI KIN (EAST MALAYSIA) SDN BHD
SALIHEN BIN RASTAN
Assistant Restaurant Manager
Date Joined: 14/3/2009
Year of Services: 10

SERVICE AWARD
RECIPIENT
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Welcome Aboard

LAU KHENG HOCK

Manager - Production
Wilpack Food Services Sdn Bhd

AHMAD FAUZI BIN MD ISA

General Manager – Myeik Operation
A.S.K. Andaman Limited

JUSTINE SEE

CHEONG SOEK FONG

Texchem Corporation
Sdn Bhd

Wilpack Food Services
Sdn Bhd

Kokubu Food Logistics
Malaysia Sdn Bhd

Chew Men Cui
Senior Executive – Human Resources

Ch’ng Kim Hiang
Executive - Accounts

Nadiatulmunirah Binti Ramli
Accounts Officer

General Manager – Human Resources
Texchem Corporation Sdn Bhd

Tan Shi Yin
Senior Executive - Accountant

Finance Manager
Texchem Life Sciences Sdn Bhd

Asfadhilla Binti Ariffin
Inventory Executive
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New Recruits

Sushi Kin Sdn Bhd
Muhammad Shahir Bin Miaz
Customer Service Executive

Nurul Afiqah Binti Mohd Razali
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Nur Syahriah Dinie Binti Shahabudin
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Ng Boon Han
Assistant Finance Manager

Nazifah Binti Abu Shuhud
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Nur Zoulikha Saida Binti Mohamad
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Yap Yungshen
Quality Management Executive

Saajidah Binti Sidik
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Azamuddin Bin Roslan
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Nor Izati Binti Fadzil
Senior Training Executive

Azuan Bin Bojeng @ Bujeng
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Ahmad Amirul Hakim Bin Ahmad Fauzi
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Siti Nadiah Binti Abdul Razak
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Noraziean Haireen Binti Mazlan
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Raja Muhammad Fikri Bin Raja Mamat
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Ras Hidayah Razidah Binti Razul
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Mohd Fazlin Hafiz Bin Ja’afar
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Mohd Faizal Bin Ismail
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Hanis Bin Hassan
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Nur Hidayah Binti Saharani
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Norhazlina Binti Buhari
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Nor Zulaika Binti Nordin Ismail
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Athirah Natashah Binti Abd Razak
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Nur Fatin ‘Adilah Binti Sarif
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Mohd Suazam Bin Shamsuddin
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Muhammad Aiman Syafiq Bin
Abd Majid
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Nor Salina Binti Norzamzuri
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Nur Atikah Binti Abdullah
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Abdul Aziz Bin Abdul Rahim
Assistant Restaurant Manager

D&N Coffee and Restaurant
Malaysia Sdn Bhd

Texchem-Pack (PP)
Sdn Bhd

Texchem-Pack (M) Sdn Bhd

Ang Kian Ann
Restaurant Manager

Avinaash A/L Selvraju
Executive – Manufacturing Engineer

Yeap Hui Teng
Executive - Material

Texchem Life Sciences
Sdn Bhd
Mohd Abdul Rahman bin Mohamed Ali
Engineer
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Newborns
1

2

3

4

5

6

1. Nur Arrissa Husna Binti Mohd Fazli
Daughter of Maslina binti Mansor
Texchem-Pack (PP) Sdn Bhd

2. Ethan Too Yu Zhe
Son of Claire Soo
Texchem Polymer Engineering Sdn Bhd

5. Anas Waiz Bin Ahmad Najmi
Son of Norazwani bt Mohd Nor
Texchem Life Sciences Sdn Bhd

6. Zarif Ali Bin Muhamad Raimi
Daughter of Nur Zahirah Binti Mohd Zaid
Texchem Life Sciences Sdn Bhd

3. Oliver Ong Qi Xuan
Son of Teh Chun Yinn
Texchem Polymer Engineering Sdn Bhd

4. Lee Min Kai
Son of Yap Suh Chyn
Texchem Polymer Engineering Sdn Bhd
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Joyful Occasions

Newly Weds

Ma Hnin Hnin Oo
HR/Admin Assistant
Texchem Food Myanmar Limited
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INVESTMENT HOLDING

RESTAURANT DIVISION

• Texchem Resources Bhd (16318-K)

• Sushi King Holdings Sdn Bhd (1123371-P)
(formerly known as Texchem Restaurant Systems Sdn Bhd)
• Sushi Kin Sdn Bhd (330201-V)
• Miraku Sdn Bhd (742662-X)
• Donburi House Sdn Bhd (278146-U)
• Sushi Kin (East Malaysia) Sdn Bhd (783322-M)
• D&N Coffee and Restaurant Malaysia Sdn Bhd (1147883-H)
• Kokubu Food Logistics Malaysia Sdn Bhd (1192154-D)
• Sushi King Company Limited
• PT Sushi King Group Indonesia

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION
• Texchem Materials Sdn Bhd (486955-M)
• Texchem Singapore Private Limited
• Texchem Materials (Thailand) Ltd
• Texchem Malaysia Sdn Berhad (15608-V)
• PT Texchem Indonesia
• New Material (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd (189744-V)
• Texchem Materials (Vietnam) Co Ltd
• Lifeon Asia Sdn Bhd (1131539-X)
• Texchem Food Materials (Vietnam) Co Ltd

CORPORATE SERVICES DIVISION
• Texchem Corporation Sdn Bhd (59641-U)
• Texchem Risk Management Sdn Bhd (194178-K)

POLYMER ENGINEERING DIVISION
• Texchem Polymer Engineering Sdn Bhd (1076167-T)
• Texchem-Pack (M) Sdn Bhd (44673-D)
• Texchem-Pack (Johor) Sdn Bhd (271932-P)
• Texchem-Pack (Thailand) Co Ltd
• Texchem-Pack (PP) Sdn Bhd (53719-T)
• Texchem-Pack (Vietnam) Co Ltd
• Eye Graphic Sdn Bhd (206673-D)
• Texchem Life Sciences Sdn Bhd (201932-M)
• Texchem Advanced Products Incorporated Sdn Bhd (872228-T)
• PT Eye Graphic Indonesia

VENTURE BUSINESS DIVISION
• Texchem Polymers Sdn Bhd (677985-M)
• Wilpack Food Services Sdn Bhd (52094-A)
(formerly known as Sea Master (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd)
ASSOCIATED COMPANIES
• Acumen Scientific Sdn Bhd (514926-V)
• Otafuku Sauce Malaysia Sdn Bhd (1182692-D)

FOOD DIVISION
• Texchem Food Sdn Bhd (564990-P)
• Sea Master Food Sdn Bhd (204341-V)
• Sea Master Retail Sdn Bhd (988593-T)
• A.S.K Andaman Limited
• Texchem Food (Myanmar) Limited
• Texchem Marine Labutta Limited
• Texchem Aquaculture (Myanmar) Limited
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